Mrs. Herley’s Class
Happy New Year!!! The first sememster of school was a busy one! We have been working hard
and learning tons of new things. We have been having a great time reading books from our
“adapted” book library. Our favorites have been “There Was a Cold Lady Who Swallowed Some
Snow” and “Mooseltoe”.
In reading, we have been working on identifying the characters and setting of a story, as well
as, learning to answer “wh” questions. We are also keeping informed with some great “News-2You” articles. In math, we are working on identifying numbers, counting objects, adding,
subtracting, and much more . During science, we learned all about life cycles! Now we are
learning to sort objects by category and size, and find things that are the same and different.
We are also learning about the five senses.
We are looking forward to 2019 and the second half of the school year. We plan to continue to
work hard, become even more independent, and have fun while we learn new and exciting
things!

Physical Education
Congratulations to the winners of the Elks Hoop Shoot free throw contest! Melia, Georgia, Jack and
Taurus will move on to the next round at Northeast Community College and be representing our school.
Good Luck!

Upcoming units:
Hockey
Juggling
Tumbling-parents it helps during this time if your child knows how to tie their shoes!
Bowling

Thank you for remembering your tennis shoes on PE days! Keep your eyes peeled for a fitness challenge
to come home! –Mrs. Connot

Miss Batenhorst’s Class
The Spirit of Giving Part II
A special thank you from her brother, SPC-Batenhorst
“I wanted to express how thankful I am to my sister’s kindergarten class and all family
members, friends or anyone who donated gifts for my unit. All of the candy, snacks,
toiletries, Christmas cards and decorations were much appreciated. All donations were
given to a soldier on Christmas day. I promise you, the smallest gesture can make the
biggest smile. Once again, thank you for your continued support of the military and my
unit. Happy holidays!”
-SPC Batenhorst
If you haven’t read the Spirit of Giving article-Check out out News Section for full story!

Happy New Year from Miss Jenkins’ Second Grade Class
To ring in 2019, I asked each second grader to share their goal for the new
year. Here are their responses in their own words:
Allie: write better
Avery: to be better at writing
Ayla: math
Beckett: 1+1+1+1 and 12+12+12+12
Brayden: learn more math
Briggs: better at math facts
Colin: eat more lunch
Dylan: better at math
Ericson: reading expression
Evan: get the Book-It award at the assembly
Gavin: learn more magnets and learn multiplication
Hudson: better at subtraction
Hudsyn: better at reading
Iris: better at math
Josie: read more books that give me information
Joey: math and not getting spelling words wrong

Karsyn: learn new stuff
Kylie: better at math
Landon: learn more words in reading
Logan: learn more multiplication problems
Luke: better at listening and I want more math
Molly: learn cool stuff
Nick: reading expression
Noah: learn new math
Shelby: learn a ton of things
Siarra: playing soccer
Taylor: read better
Valentino: 100% on spelling words
Zach: not get any spelling words wrong
We will be working hard to meet our goals this year!

